 transformation of coal territories
Program of transformation 2022

Coal mining was stopped

Changed the economic model to Construction of the Industrial Valley for remaking
Created an industrial park

Food Cluster, plot of 20 ha

Preferential conditions for business until 2037:
0% - corporate income tax
0% - VAT on import of equipment, components(accessories) for own production
0% - rate of rent for land of state and communal property
0% - rent for special use of water and forest resources
0% - land taxes
- developing of Furniture Cluster - 80 000 sq.m

- business tours for relocation business

- logistics routes for EU exports

The nearest customs checkpoints:
«Ustylyuh-Zosyn» (15 km)
«Ambukiv-Grudek» (25 km)
«Uhryniv-Dolgobychuv» (31 km)
«Yahodyn-Dorogusk» (88 km)
STEP BY STEP TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

- Agreement of mayors on Climate and Energy
- Action plan for sustainable energy development and climate of the Novovolynsk territorial community until 2030
- Action plan for the implementation of the European Energy Award in the city of Novovolynsk
- Program for increasing energy efficiency of the Novovolynsk territorial community for 2022-2024
Renewable energy sources:

- Project: "The first step in the transition to the use of renewable energy sources in the city of Novovolynsk"
- Program for increasing energy efficiency of the Novovolynsk urban territorial community for 2022-2024

Energy saving measures:

Reconstruction of the boiler house of the 15th microdistrict, installation of two solid fuel boilers with a total capacity of 2.0 MW

Reconstruction of the boiler house of the 26th quarter, installation of two solid fuel boilers with a total capacity of 2.0 MW

Capital reconstruction of the water supply of the enterprise "Novovolynskvodokanal"
Borys Karpus
Mayor of Novovolynsk Territorial Community

vykonk@nov-rada.gov.ua
https://nov-rada.gov.ua/
https://www.facebook.com/novvolynsk.city/
27, Druzhby Avn.,
Novovolynsk, Volyn region, 45400 Ukraine